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Ranges

There are certain ingredients a cook simply can’t do without. They’re the essentials. The items that are a 

part of every well-stocked pantry. Ingredients like herbs and spices, flour and sugar, rice and pasta.

They’re valued for their versatility in making a wide range of menu items come to life – much like a 

Jenn-Air® slide-in or free-standing range.

Consider the Jenn-Air® dual-fuel ranges. These ranges offer an electric self-cleaning convection oven 

combined with a gas burner cooking surface for the ultimate in cooking flexibility. Ranges featuring an 

electric oven with two-speed, MultiMode® convection cooking system offer five convection modes for 

consistently outstanding results, along with Auto Convection Conversion, which takes the guesswork out of

convection cooking.

Electric slide-in ranges offer the “Fastest to Boil”* performance of our 9"/6" Custom Control element,

combined with an ultra-low setting for heating delicate sauces. Our 12"/9"/6" Triple-ChoiceTM Element enables

the cooking surface and pan size to be more evenly matched for greater versatility. Convenient warming 

drawers warm plates and breads, or keep food warm and ready to serve at a moment's notice.

Jenn-Air® gas slide-in and free-standing ranges feature a high performance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner 

that provides quick response and a simmer burner that reduces to 650 BTUs for heating delicate sauces.

Select models feature a unique burner that offers the convenience of three settings in one 

for excellent cooking control and flexibility. Whether you choose a Jenn-Air® professional, slide-in or 

free-standing range, you'll appreciate the attention to detail that goes into our many distinctive choices.

With their incredible combination of cooking flexibility and style, it's no wonder Jenn-Air® ranges have

become a staple for today's busy cooks.

*Based on a comparison of leading slide-in range brands with 9"/6" elements on black glass.
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ON EVERY
SHOPPING LIST.

SHOWN: PRG4810NP 48" GAS RANGE WITH CONVECTION, JXT9048CDP 48" HOOD,
AND JS42PPDBDA 42" BUILT-IN STAINLESS STEEL REFRIGERATOR WITH DISPENSER.
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36" PRO-STYLE® GAS RANGE WITH CONVECTION 
PRG3610NP (shown with optional 12" backsplash)

ä Sealed burner cooking surface  ä Two Dual Flame™ burners that deliver

15,000 BTUs, yet reduce to 570 BTU setting ä Four standard burners

that deliver 15,000 BTUs  ä  Electronic ignition with Flame-Sensing™

reignition ä 5.3 cu. ft bake/broil oven with Convect Bake/Roast and

Convect Broil options ä Infrared broiler ä Two oven lights ä Standard

clean oven  ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with stainless steel knobs, stainless

steel towel bar handle with diamond-etched grip and porcelain-on-cast

iron black matte burner grates and caps ä Porcelain-on-cast iron wok ring

included ä Backsplash required (not included)  ä For use with 

natural gas only  ä PRG3610LP (not shown) has the same features as

PRG3610NP except it is set for LP gas

PRO-STYLE® RANGES
Jenn-Air® Pro-Style® gas and dual-fuel ranges provide the profes-

sional look and per formance gourmet cooks are looking for, with

features like:

Stainless steel towel bar handle with diamond-etched grip offers

a bold look and embellished grasp for ease of opening and closing

the oven door. Oversized knobs on the upfront control panel add to

the commercial look and offer infinite settings for complete cook-

ing control.

Gas cooking sur faces feature Dual FlameTM burners that provide

quick heat-up for rapid boiling and pan searing, yet reduce to an

ultra low setting ideal for heating delicate sauces. A modular, down-

draft model is also available that includes our E-ven-HeatTM grill

assembly plus an ultra high output PowerBurner and a simmer

burner (shown on page 34). To combine gas and electric cooking

advantages, dual-fuel models are available with a self-cleaning

electric convection oven.

Adding a stainless steel backsplash to your range creates a dra-

matic kitchen focal point. A matching hood and soffit chimney are

also available.

Whether your kitchen space is designed for a free-standing range,

slide-in range, or downdraft range, Jenn-Air has a Pro-Style® model

that will add power and beauty to your home.

48" PRO-STYLE® GAS RANGE WITH CONVECTION

PRG4810NP (shown with optional 22" backsplash)

ä Sealed burner cooking surface  ä Two Dual Flame™ burners that deliver

15,000 BTUs, yet reduce to 570 BTU setting  ä Four standard burners that

deliver 15,000 BTUs  ä Electronic ignition with Flame-Sensing™ reignition

ä Fixed stainless steel griddle with cover  ä 5.3 cu. ft. bake/broil oven with

Convect Bake/Roast and Convect Broil options  ä Infrared broiler  ä Two

oven lights  ä 2.2 cu. ft. secondary bake oven with window  ä Standard

clean ovens  ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with stainless steel knobs, stainless

steel towel bar handle with diamond-etched grip and porcelain-on-cast iron

black matte burner grates and caps  ä Porcelain-on-cast iron wok ring

included  ä Backsplash required (not included) ä For use with natural gas

only  ä PRG4810LP (not shown) has the same features as 

PRG4810NP except it is set for LP gas.

36" PRO-STYLE® DUAL-FUEL RANGE 

WITH CONVECTION PRD3630NP

(shown with optional 12" backsplash)

ä Gas sealed burner cooking surface combined with electric oven ä Two 

Dual Flame™ burners that deliver 15,000 BTUs, yet reduce to 570 BTU setting  

ä  Four standard burners that deliver 15,000 BTUs  ä Electronic ignition with

Flame-Sensing™ reignition ä 4.7 cu. ft. bake/broil oven with Convect

Bake/Roast and Convect Broil options ä Self-clean oven with automatic lock 

ä 8-pass broil element ä Two oven lights ä Convertible to LP  ä Pro-Style®

Stainless design with stainless steel knobs, stainless steel towel bar handle with 

diamond-etched grip and porcelain-on-cast iron black matte burner grates 

and caps ä Porcelain-on-cast iron wok ring included 

ä Backsplash required (not included)
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22" PRO-STYLE™ BACKSPLASH
ä Stainless steel finish  ä 22" height  ä

Includes shelf (Shown on PRG4810NP range)

PRAG3022 for PRG3010NP/LP range

PRAD3022 for PRD3030NP range

PRAG3622 for PRG3610NP/LP range

PRAD3622 for PRD3630NP range

PRAG4822 for PRG4810NP/LP range

PRO-STYLETM WALLSPLASH
ä Stainless steel finish  ä Two food warming/storage shelves 

ä Recommended to use with island trim backsplash  
ä Use in conjunction with PRAG/D model backsplash

JXA9003CDP for PRG3010NP/LP 

and PRD3030NP range

JXA9002CDP for PRG3610NP/LP 

and PRD3630NP range

JXA9001CDP for PRG4810NP/LP range

12" PRO-STYLE™ BACKSPLASH

ä Stainless steel finish  ä 12" height 

(Shown on PRD3630NP range)

PRAG3612 for PRG3610NP/LP range

PRAD3612 for PRD3630NP range

PRAG4812 for PRG4810NP/LP range

PRO-STYLE® RANGES

30" PRO-STYLE® GAS RANGE WITH CONVECTION
PRG3010NP

ä Sealed burner cooking surface  ä One Dual Flame™ burner that delivers

15,000 BTUs, yet reduces to 570 BTU setting ä Three standard burners 

that deliver 15,000 BTUs  ä Electronic ignition with Flame-Sensing™

reignition ä  4.2 cu. ft bake/broil oven with Convect Bake/Roast and Convect

Broil options ä Infrared broiler  ä Two oven lights ä Standard clean oven 

ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with stainless steel knobs, stainless steel towel bar 

handle with diamond-etched grip and porcelain-on-cast iron black matte 

burner grates and caps  ä Porcelain-on-cast iron wok ring included 

ä Comes with 9" backsplash ä For use with natural gas only  ä PRG3010LP

(not shown) has the same features as PRG3010NP except it is set for LP gas.

ISLAND TRIM BACKSPLASH
ä Stainless steel finish  ä 1.5" height  ä For use

with range in island or non-combustible wall

installation (Shown on PRD3630NP range)

PRAG3001 for PRG3010NP/LP range

PRAD3001 for PRD3030NP range

PRAG3601 for PRG3610NP/LP range

PRAD3601 for PRD3630NP range

PRAG4801 for PRG4810NP/LP range

See pages 131-132 for complete features and specifications.

Food is our common ground,

a universal experience.

JAMES BEARD

30" PRO-STYLE® DUAL-FUEL RANGE 

WITH CONVECTION PRD3030NP

ä Gas sealed burner cooking surface combined with electric oven 

ä One Dual Flame™ burner that delivers 15,000 BTUs, yet reduces to

570 BTU setting ä  Three standard burners that deliver 15,000 BTUs  

ä Electronic ignition with Flame-Sensing™ reignition  ä 4.0 cu. ft.

bake/broil oven with Convect Bake/Roast and Convect Broil options 

ä Self-clean oven with automatic lock ä 8-pass broil element ä Two

oven lights ä Convertible to LP ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with 

stainless steel knobs, stainless steel towel bar handle with diamond-etched

grip and porcelain-on-cast iron black matte burner grates and caps

ä Porcelain-on-cast iron wok ring included ä Comes with 9" backsplash
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SLIDE-IN RANGES

30" PRO-STYLE® MODULAR DUAL-FUEL 
DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION  

JDS9865BDP

ä Gas cooktop combined with electric oven  ä Two-speed

ventilation fan ä Comes with E-ven Heat™ grill assembly

(grilling in left bay only) and two sealed burners with

Flame-Sensing™ automatic reignition ä Accepts two-burner

module accessory in place of grill  ä 4.3 cu. ft.

CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/broil oven ä MultiMode®

Convection with Auto Convection Conversion ä Menu-

driven electronic oven controls ä Cook & Hold, Favorite

Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep Warm™ options 

ä Temperature Probe ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning 

ä Electronic ignition ä Convertible to LP ä Three oven racks

ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with black satin-matte burner

grates and caps and stainless steel towel bar handle 

with diamond-etched grip

(Available Spring 2006)

30" PRO-STYLE® GAS WITH 
CONVECTION  JGS8860BDP

ä Four sealed burners with Flame-Sensing™ automatic 

reignition  ä Ultra high performance 16,000 BTU

PowerBurner and ultra low burner that reduces to 650 BTU

ä EvenThree™ burner that delivers 15,000 BTU yet reduces 

to 750 BTU  ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning

bake/broil oven ä MultiMode® convection with Auto

Convection Conversion ä Menu-driven electronic 

oven controls ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid 

Preheat and Keep Warm™ options ä Temperature Probe 

ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning ä Three oven racks 

ä Warming drawer ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner 

grates ä Pro-Style® Stainless design with black satin-matte 

burner grates and caps and stainless steel towel bar 

handles with diamond-etched grip

(Available Spring 2006)

See pages 125-126, 133 for complete features and specifications.

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

S INGLE - S P EED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

Jenn-Air® slide-in ranges coordinate beautifully with surrounding
cabinets for a built-in style that complements any décor. They also
offer plenty of cooking versatility, thanks to features like these:

Menu-driven oven controls with VFD display guide the cook
through a variety of selections and options, making oven opera-
tion smooth. Keypad entr y of fers precise time and temperature
settings. Two timers make it easy to keep track of what’s cook-
ing on the sur face and in the oven. Several control functions
may be customized allowing personalization of the range to
individual needs.

A variety of cooktop surfaces and cooktop-oven combinations are
offered. Gas and electric modular models offer indoor grilling any-
time of the year and the option of replacing  the grill with burners or

cartridges. Self-cleaning ovens are available with bake/broil function
or with added MultiMode® convection options. Dual-fuel models 
provide a gas cooking sur face and an electric convection oven. Gas
models provide sealed burners, electric models feature smooth
glass-ceramic sur faces, and both types have ultra high and ultra low
heating capabilities. Downdraft models keep the kitchen air fresh
and can be installed in peninsula or island settings. With Jenn-Air®

slide-in ranges, the choices go on and on, ensuring you’ll find a
model per fectly suited to your kitchen design.

Choose from Pro-Style® Stainless models with commercial styling,
Euro-Style Stainless design with sleek stainless steel accented by
the subtle appeal of curved fronts and stainlesss steel towel bar
handles or Floating Glass design with smooth and elegant curved
glass fronts and stainless steel towel bar handles.
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SHOWN: JSM900EAAN STAND MIXER IN OILED BRONZE FINISH WITH

CLEAR-ETCHED PATTERN BOWL, JXT9030CDP 30" HOOD, JGS8860BDP,
30" GAS RANGE WITH CONVECTION

SLIDE-IN RANGES

EVENTHREE™ SEALED BURNER

The unique design of our EvenThree™ sealed burner offers

the power of 15,000 BTUs for quick heat-up (both rings lit

on high setting), along with a versatile 3,000 BTU setting

(inner ring only lit on high) and a 750 BTU warm setting.

(inner ring on low setting) for excellent cooking control and

flexibility in a single burner position.
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30" MODULAR ELECTRIC 
DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION  

JES9860BA

(shown with optional JEA8120 radiant 
cartridge–see page 49)

ä Two-speed ventilation fan ä Comes with grill

assembly (grilling in left bay only) and open bay

ä Both bays accept Designer line radiant or coil 

element cartridge ä 4.3 cu. ft. CustomClean™ 

self-cleaning bake/broil oven ä MultiMode® 

convection with Auto Convection Conversion 

ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls ä Cook &

Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep

Warm™ options  ä Temperature Probe ä Delay-start

cooking and cleaning ä Three oven racks ä Curved

front styling ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design

with black accents or Floating Glass design in black 

or white (shown), with Euro-Style stainless 

steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

AN INSIDE LOOK. Always attractive on the outside, you'll find that Jenn-Air® slide-in ranges offer

an appealing array of gourmet features on the inside too. Models are available with 4.3 cu. ft. or

4.5 cu. ft. ovens, the largest capacity available among slide-in ranges.  Two-speed, MultiMode®

convection features a unique butter fly element and offers five convection modes including Convect

Bake, Convect Roast, and Convect Pastr y, along with the ease of Auo Convection Conversion. Plus

the unique Drying Option means you can easily dr y herbs, vegetables, fruits, and even flowers, year

round. And the Thaw and Serve option thaws ready-to-serve frozen foods such pies and cakes conveniently and easily.  Our Bread

Proofing feature protects bread dough from room temperature changes or drafts while yeast is rising. All models feature Cook & Hold,

Favorite Settings and Keep WarmTM options that make preparing and serving gourmet foods easier than ever.

30" MODULAR ELECTRIC DOWNDRAFT
JES9750BA

(Shown with optional JEA8120 radiant 
cartridge–see page 49)

ä Two-speed ventilation fan ä Comes with grill

assembly (grilling in left bay only) and open bay

ä Both bays accept Designer line radiant or coil 

element cartridge ä 4.3 CustomClean™ self-

cleaning bake/broil oven ä Menu-driven electronic

oven controls ä Favorite Settings and Keep Warm™

options ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning  ä Two

oven racks  ä Curved front styling ä Available in

Euro-Style Stainless design with black accents or

Floating Glass design in black (shown) or white,

with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

(Not available in Canada)

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

See pages 124, 126 and 133 for complete features and specifications.

30" MODULAR DUAL-FUEL 
DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION  

JDS9860BD

ä  Gas cooktop combined with electric oven ä Two-

speed ventilation fan ä Comes with E-ven Heat™

grill assembly (grilling in left bay only) and two

sealed burners with Flame-Sensing™ automatic reig-

nition ä Accepts two-burner module accessory in

place of grill ä 4.3 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning

bake/broil oven ä MultiMode® convection with Auto

Convection Conversion ä Menu-driven electronic

oven controls ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings,

Rapid Preheat and Keep Warm™ options 

ä Temperature Probe ä Delay-start cooking and

cleaning ä Electronic ignition ä Convertible to LP 

ä Three oven racks ä Curved front styling ä Available

in Euro-Style Stainless design with black satin-matte

burner grates and caps (shown) or Floating Glass

design in black or white with black satin-matte 

burner grates and caps, with Euro-Style stainless 

steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

36

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION
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TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

Jenn-Air® Slide-In Ranges with Downdraft Ventilation have a two-speed fan that pulls smoke, steam and 

cooking odors down and out of the kitchen, eliminating the need for an overhead hood. Modular models are

available with a grill assembly and two sealed burners (gas models), or an open bay which accepts a radiant or

coil element car tridge (electric models). The grill assembly is interchangeable with cooking car tridges, or can

be used with the griddle accessory for even more cooking flexibility. Models are also of fered that combine the

advantages of downdraft ventilation with the sleek, smooth style of our glass-ceramic cooking sur face.

See pages 124 and 126 for complete features and specifications.

SLIDE-IN RANGES

37

30" ELECTRIC DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION
JES9900BA

ä Two-speed ventilation fan ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface

ä 4.3 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/broil oven 

ä MultiMode® convection with Auto Convection Conversion 

ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls ä 9"/6" CustomControl

dual element ä 9"/6" Dual-Choice™  element ä Two 6" Cook &

Warm elements  ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and

Keep Warm™ options ä Temperature Probe ä Delay-start cooking and

cleaning ä Three oven racks ä Curved front styling ä Available in

Euro-Style Stainless design with black accents or Floating Glass design

in black (shown) or frost white, with Euro-Style 

stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

30" ELECTRIC DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION
JES9800BA

ä Two-speed ventilation fan ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface  

ä 4.3 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/broil oven 

ä MultiMode® convection with Auto Convection Conversion 

ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls ä 9"/6" Dual-Choice™ 

element ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and 

Keep Warm™ options ä Temperature Probe ä Delay-start 

cooking and cleaning  ä Three oven racks ä Curved front styling 

ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black accents 

or Floating Glass design in black, frost white (shown) or natural

bisque, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

(Not available in Canada)

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION
CC C U S T O M C O N T R O L

9"/6" CUSTOMCONTROL ELEMENT

Our CustomControl element utilizes an electronic sensor to constantly monitor and adjust heat

output for precise, consistent temperature control. Thanks to its “Fastest to Boil”* performance,

the ultra-high setting heats stir-fry with ease while ultra-low settings are perfect for sauces.  

*Based on a comparison of leading slide-in range brands with 9"/6" element on black glass.

Fastest-to-boil.*
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30" ELECTRIC WITH CONVECTION  JES8850BA

ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning

bake/broil oven ä MultiMode® convection with Auto Convection Conversion 

ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls ä 12"/9"/6" Triple-ChoiceTM element ä

9"/6" CustomControl dual element ä 6" Cook & Warm element ä Warming

Center™ element ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep

Warm™ options ä Temperature Probe ä Hidden bake element ä Delay-start

cooking and cleaning  ä Three oven racks ä Warming drawer ä Curved front

styling ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design or Floating Glass design in

black(shown), frost white or bisque, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle 

(Available Spring 2006)

(Bisque not available in Canada)  

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

30" ELECTRIC  JES8750BA

ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface  ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning

bake/broil oven  ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls  ä 12"/9"/6" 

Triple-Choice™ element  ä 9"/6" Dual-Choice™ element  ä Warming

Center™ element  ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm™

options  ä Hidden bake element  ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning  

ä Two oven racks  ä Storage drawer  ä Curved front styling  ä Available 

in Euro-Style Stainless design or Floating Glass design in black or 

frost white (shown), with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

(Not available in Canada) 

Jenn-Air® slide-in electric ranges offer a variety of element choices and combinations. Our 9"/6" CustomControl element provides

“Fastest to Boil”* per formance along with an ultra low setting for maximum heating ef ficiency. You’ll appreciate the flexibility of the

extra large 12"/9"/6" Triple-ChoiceTM element or 9"/6" Dual-ChoiceTM element that maximizes heating power for larger pans, yet

may also be used for small pans. The 6" Cook and Warm element provides the flexibility of a fully-functioning cooking element that

reduces to an ultra low setting for keeping food warm. And the Warming CenterTM element is designed just for keeping food warm

while the finishing touches are put on the meal.

*Based on a comparison of leading slide-in range brands with 9"/6" element on black glass.

CC C U S T O M C O N T R O L

There is no love sincerer than the love of food. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
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See pages 124 - 126 for complete features and specifications.
See page 133 for cartridge and accessory usage chart.

30" DUAL-FUEL WITH CONVECTION  JDS8850BD

ä Gas cooktop combined with electric oven  ä Four sealed 

burners with Flame-Sensing™ automatic reignition   ä Ultra high

performance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner and ultra low burner that

reduces to 650 BTU  ä EvenThree™ burner that delivers 15,000

BTU yet reduces to 750 BTU  ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-

cleaning bake/broil oven ä MultiMode® convection with Auto

Convection Conversion  ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls  ä

Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep Warm™

options  ä Temperature Probe  ä Hidden bake element  ä Delay start

cooking and cleaning  ä Three oven racks  ä Warming drawer

ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner grates  ä Curved front styling  

ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black satin-matte

burner grates and caps or in Floating Glass design in black 

(shown) or white with black satin-matte burner grates 

and caps, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

CUSTOM BACKSPLASH  UXA9107AA

ä Adds 6" to range height  

ä Available in black, white or bisque 

SIDE PANEL   UXA1100AA

ä For use on a slide-in range in a free-standing installation

when range side is exposed  ä Available in black,

white, bisque or stainless steel  

Note: Backsplash and side panel above are for use on Jenn-Air® slide-in

ranges shown in this brochure. For information regarding accessories for

Jenn-Air® ranges shown in previous brochures, call Consumer Parts Sales 

at 1-800-232-6771

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

CUSTOM BACKSPLASH

UXA9107AAS

ä Stainless steel finish  ä Adds 12" to range height 

PRO-STYLETM BACKSPLASH

JXA9130AAP 30" height

ä Stainless steel finish  ä Includes light and shelf

For use on JDS9865BDP and JGS8860BDP ranges

FILLER KIT  K71FILL (NOT SHOWN)

ä For use when cabinet cut depth exceeds 23 1/2"  

ä Available in black, white or bisque 

SLIDE-IN RANGES

TWO-SPEED
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

                                                                 



30" GAS DOWNDRAFT WITH CONVECTION
JGS9900BD

ä Two-speed ventilation fan  ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface
ä 4.3 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/broil oven  

ä One-speed MultiMode® Convection with electric convect assist

element  ä Auto Convection Conversion  ä  Menu-driven 

electronic oven controls  ä Four sealed burners with Flame-

Sensing™ automatic reignition including an ultra high perform-

ance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner  ä One EvenThree™ burner that

delivers 15,000 BTU yet reduces to 750 BTU setting ä Ultra low

5,000 BTU output burner that reduces to 650 BTU 
ä Cook And Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep

Warm™ options  ä Temperature Probe  ä Delay-Start cooking

and cleaning ä Three oven racks  ä Curved front styling  ä

Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black satin-matte

burner grates and caps (shown) or Floating Glass design in black or 

frost white with black satin-matte burner grates and caps, with 

Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

(Available Spring 2006)

GAS SLIDE-IN RANGES

Jenn-Air® gas ranges featuring the 15,000/3,000/750 BTU EvenThreeTM sealed burner offer outstanding cooking control and 

flexibility. Our ultra high per formance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner provides quick response to bring water to a boil quickly and 

the 5,000 BTU ultra-low burner reduces to 650 BTUs for heating delicate sauces and melting chocolate. Select models also offer 

a one-speed MultiMode® convection oven with Convect Bake, Convect Roast and Convect Pastry options and Auto Convection

Conversion. The electric convection assist element provides even browning on all racks and superb roasting results. A drying 

feature and Bread Proofing are also included on gas models with convection.

40

WARMING AND STORAGE DRAWERS

Warming Drawer enables you warm breads and plates,

or keep food warm until you're ready to serve the meal.

Convenient Storage Drawer provides added space for

storing lids, cookware or cooking utensils.

S INGLE - S P EED  
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

                                                  



30" GAS WITH CONVECTION  JGS8850BD

ä Four sealed burners with Flame-Sensing™ automatic reignition  ä Ultra

high performance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner and ultra low burner that

reduces to 650 BTU ä EvenThree™ burner that delivers 15,000 BTU yet

reduces to 750 BTU ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/broil

oven  ä One-speed MultiMode® Convection with electric convect assist ele-

ment  ä Auto Convection Conversion  ä Menu-driven electronic oven con-

trols  ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings, Rapid Preheat and Keep Warm™

options ä Temperature Probe  ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning 

ä Three oven racks ä Warming drawer ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner

grates ä Curved front styling ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with

black satin-matte burner grates and caps or in Floating Glass design in 

black (shown), white or bisque with black satin-matte burner grates and

caps, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle 

(Available Spring 2006)

(Bisque not available in Canada)

See pages 125-126 for complete features and specifications.

S INGLE - S P EED  
MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION

SLIDE-IN RANGES

41

30" GAS  JGS8750BD

ä Four sealed burners with Flame-Sensing™ automatic reignition  

ä Ultra high performance 16,000 BTU PowerBurner and ultra low burner

that reduces to 650 BTU ä 4.5 cu. ft. CustomClean™ self-cleaning bake/

broil oven  ä Menu-driven electronic oven controls ä Cook & Hold, Favorite

Settings and Keep Warm™ options ä Delay-start cooking and cleaning ä

Two oven racks ä Storage drawer ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner grates ä

Curved front styling ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black

satin-matte burner grates and caps or in Floating Glass design 

in black or white (shown) with black satin-matte burner grates and caps,

with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

CREATE-A-SPACETM HALF-RACK

ä This heavy duty full-width rack converts to a

half-rack making a convenient place for a side

dish when a large item occupies the main rack.

The portion of the rack that is removed may be

used as a trivet or cooling rack. For use in 

slide-in ranges and wall ovens.

MODEL #: UXA4905ADX

DRYING RACK

ä High-quality rack allows air to 

circulate evenly around items being

dried  ä Mesh design is ideal for large

and small pieces ä For use in wall ovens

and ranges with the dehydration feature

MODEL #: DRYINGRACK

                                                                    



SHOWN: JDR8895AAS 30" DUAL-FUEL DOUBLE OVEN RANGE WITH

CONVECTION, JMV8208AAS 30" OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE.
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The first Jenn-Air® Dual-Fuel Double Oven Range with gas

cooking sur face and electric double ovens allows you to 

cook two dif ferent foods at two dif ferent temperatures, and

it fits in the same space as a standard range. The 1.22 cu.

ft. upper oven is fully-equipped with bake, broil, toast and

keep warm functions. Plus, it preheats in half the time as a 

full-sized oven. The lower oven features 2-speed MultiMode®

convection for complete cooking versatility.

FREE-STANDING RANGES
Designed to be stylish, dependable and versatile, Jenn-Air® free-standing ranges are the ideal choice for any cook.

Two-speed, MultiMode® convection provides Convect Bake, Convect Roast and Drying capabilities for outstanding results.

Auto Convection Conversion automatically converts your recipes to the correct convection time and/or temperature settings, 

making convection cooking easier than ever!

Cook & Hold setting automatically adjusts to a Keep Warm™ setting for up to an hour once preset cook time has expired – 

a real convenience with today’s busy schedules.

5.22 cu. ft. overall capacity provides ample space to cook an entire meal with ease. 

30" DUAL-FUEL DOUBLE OVEN 
WITH CONVECTION   JDR8895AA

COOKTOP FEATURES:

ä 5 gas sealed burners including an ultra high performance 

16,000 BTU PowerBurner  ä Ultra low output burner that 

reduces to 600 BTUs  ä Electronic ignition

ä Matte black burner grates and caps

UPPER OVEN FEATURES:

ä 1.22 cu. ft. oven with bake, broil, toast and keep warm 

features  ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven with auto-lock 

ä Electronic oven controls

LOWER OVEN FEATURES:

ä 4.0 cu. ft. bake/broil oven with MultiMode® convection  ä Auto

Convection Conversion  ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven with

auto-lock  ä Electronic oven controls  ä Proofing, Cook & Hold,

Favorite Setting and Keep Warm™ options  ä 5 oven rack positions

ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black accents (shown)

or Floating Glass in black or white, with Euro-Style stainless 

steel towel bar handles  

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT IONu

FREE-STANDING RANGES

See pages 129 for complete features and specifications.
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30" FREE-STANDING ELECTRIC 

WITH CONVECTION  JER8885QA

ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface  ä 5.22 cu. ft. bake/broil oven with MultiMode® 

convection  ä Auto Convection Conversion  ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven

ä 12"/9" Dual-Choice™ radiant element  ä 9"/6" Dual-Choice™ radiant element

ä 6" Warming Center™ element  ä On indicator and hot surface indicator light  

ä Electronic oven controls  ä Proofing, Cook & Hold, Favorite Setting and Keep

WarmTM options  ä Warming drawer ä Three oven racks including a full-width

rack that converts to a Create-A-Space™ half-rack ä 8 oven rack positions 

ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black accents or Floating Glass 

in black (shown) or frost white, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle    

(Available in Canada in black or stainless steel) 

FREE-STANDING ELECTRIC RANGES

Extra-large 12"/9" Dual-ChoiceTM element, the industry’s largest*, maximizes heating power for larger pans.

Convenient warming drawer is an ideal way to warm breads and plates, or keep

food warm.

Two-speed, MultiMode® convection provides Convect Bake and Convect

Roast capabilities. A third element enhances the convection system for

outstanding results.

Hidden bake element provides a smooth sur face in the bottom of the oven

that is easy to wipe clean and prevents spills from burning onto the element. 

30" FREE-STANDING ELECTRIC  JER8785QA

ä Glass-ceramic cooking surface  ä 5.22 cu. ft. bake/broil oven  

ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ä 12"/9" Dual-Choice™ 

element  ä 9"/6" Dual-Choice™ element  ä 6" Warming Center™

element  ä On indicator and hot surface indicator light  ä Electronic

oven controls  ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Setting and Keep WarmTM

options  ä Warming drawer ä Two oven racks including a full-width

rack that converts to a Create-A-Space™ half-rack  ä 8 oven rack

positions  ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black

accents or Floating Glass in black or frost white (shown), with Euro-

Style stainless steel towel bar handle   

(Not available in Canada) 

See page 128 for complete features and specifications.

M ULT IM ODE ® 

CONVECT IONu

*Excluding Maytag family of brands.
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FREE-STANDING RANGES

30" FREE-STANDING GAS  JGR8775QD

ä 5 sealed burners including an ultra high performance 16,000 BTU

PowerBurner ä Ultra low output burner that reduces to 600 BTUs  

ä Electronic ignition ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner grates and caps  ä

5.22 cu. ft. bake/broil oven  ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ä

Electronic oven controls ä Cook & Hold, Favorite Setting and Keep

WarmTM options  ä Spacious storage drawer  ä Two oven racks including a

full-width rack that converts to a Create-A-Space™ half-rack  ä 8 oven

rack positions ä Available in Euro-Style Stainless design with black

accents and black gloss burner grates or Floating Glass in black with black

gloss burner grates and caps or white with gray gloss burner grates and

caps (shown), with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

30" FREE-STANDING GAS 
WITH CONVECTION  JGR8875QD

ä 5 sealed burners including an ultra high performance 16,000 BTU

PowerBurner  ä Ultra low output burner that reduces to 600 BTUs  

ä Electronic ignition ä Porcelain-on-cast iron burner grates and caps  ä 5.22 cu.

ft. bake/broil oven with two-speed MultiMode® convection  ä Auto Convection

Conversion ä CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven ä Electronic oven controls  ä

Proofing, Cook & Hold, Favorite Setting and Keep WarmTM options ä Spacious

storage drawer  ä Three oven racks including a full-width rack that converts to a

Create-A-Space™ half-rack  ä 8 oven rack positions  ä Available in Euro-Style

Stainless design with black accents and black gloss burner grates (shown) or

Floating Glass in black with black gloss burner grates and caps or white with

gray gloss burner grates and caps, with Euro-Style stainless steel towel bar handle

Two-speed, MultiMode® convection provides Convect Bake and Convect

Roast capabilities for outstanding results.

5 sealed burners provide easy cleanup and greater cooking flexibility 

with a burner at the center of the cooking sur face that reduces 

to 600 BTUs. 

High per formance 16,000 BTU burner of fers quick heat-up for boiling, 

and provides the power you need when you’re cooking for a crowd.

The Create-A-SpaceTM half-rack conver ts from a full-width rack to a convenient half-rack, 

enabling you to fit side dishes into the oven without sacrificing space needed for larger 

items on the main rack.

See page 128-129 for complete features and specifications.
MULT IMODE ® 

CONVECT IONu

FREE-STANDING GAS RANGES

                                                                  


